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January 18, 2022
By John Hoffmann
YOU REALLY SHOULDN’T DRIVE 24 MPH OVER THE SPEED LIMIT IF YOU HAVE
BEEN DRINKING: On Saturday night December 19, 2020 at 9:52PM Town and
Country police officer Cpl. Dan Duddleston was westbound on I-64 approaching Mason
Road when he noticed something in his rearview mirror.
The something was a black pickup truck rapidly approaching Cpl. Duddleston’s patrol
car at a high rate of speed. Cpl. Duddleston turned on his rear facing moving radar and
clocked the pickup truck at 84 MPH in the 60 MPH zone.

Cpl. Duddleston
The Honda Ridgeline pickup was stopped on the shoulder of I-64 near Mason Road.
When Cpl. Duddleston contacted the driver, Sean P. Duff, 30, of Chesterfield he was
met by a trio of signs of a drunk driver, breath smelling of booze, bloodshot & glassy
eyes and slurred speech.
When asked how much he had to drink, Duff replied, “Not much.” When asked how
much was “not much” Duff came up with the traditional “two drinks.” Duff agreed to take
field sobriety tests which he failed. He agreed to take a field breath test. That came
back showing his BAS level at .131%.

Duff was arrested for Speeding and DWI.
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At the police station he agreed to take an “official” breath test. The good news is that
the test showed his alcohol level was dropping. The bad news was it showed he was
still drunk at .096%.
In an interviewed Duff said h had been drinking with friends at the Wheelhouse Bar from
9pm until 10:30. He said he had consumed a Bud Light Lemonade beer and a
Margarita. He also stated that he did not consider himself drunk.

Sean Duff

Duff’s eyes

OUTCOME: On 07/20/21 Duff appeared in Town and Country court. He pled guilty to
speeding and was fined $266. He also pled guilty to DWI and was given the standard
Judge Niehoff SIS “No-Fine, No-Points and No Permanent public record” 2-year
probation term.
SGT. YAAKUB FINDS ANOTHER DRUNK DRIVER ON THE NIGHT WATCH. (IT
ISN’T THAT HARD WHEN THEY ARE DOING 94 MPH.) It was a Thursday night into
Friday morning on June 19, 2020 at 2:21 am as Town & Country Sgt. Freddie Yaakub
was on I-270 killing time until the end of shift and looking for something out of place.

Sgt. Yaakub
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He was SB on I-270 after Clayton Road when he noticed the vehicle in front of him was
being driven at a high rate of speed. He turned on his forward moving radar as the
vehicle, a black Jeep Cherokee was approaching the city limits at J.J. Kelly. The Jeep
SUV was doing 94 MPH in the 60mph zone.
Sgt. Yaakub got the Jeep stopped on I-270 and Dougherty Ferry Road in Des Peres,
where he contacted the driver, Anthony Eckwood, Jr., 33, from Crestwood.
Sgt. Yaakub smell liquor on Eckwood’s breath, notice bloodshot eyes and noted that he
had slurred speech. Eckwood said he was unaware he was speeding until he was being
pulled over.
When asked if he had been drinking Eckwood admitted he had. When asked how much
had had drunk he replied, “Probably enough to speed.”
When asked how much he had to drink Eckwood said “2-3 drinks” adding he was
drinking Whiskey at his mother’s house in Hazelwood.
He then agreed to do verbal and physical field sobriety tests which he failed. A field
breath test show his BAC level was at .130%.
After failing the tests Eckwood added that the drinks of whiskey were double shots.
He was arrested. At the police station he agreed to take an “official” breath test, That
test showed his alcohol level was going up. About 15 minutes after his field breath test,
his official BAC was .146%

Eckwood’s driving record
04/01/21 Moving Vio reduced to Equip Vio. Def Atty Travis Crestwood PD
Noble
06/19/20 DWI, Speeding 94/60
Town & Country PD
06/05/14 Speeding 16-19 MPH over limit $150 fine
MO Hwy Patrol
03/02/08 Excessive Noise-Peace Disturbance $100 fine Fulton PD
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06/17/06 Speeding 20 MPH or More SES Probation in lieu
of 14-days jail

Anthony Eckwood, Jr.

St. Louis Co PD

Eckwood’s eyes

OUTCOME: On 05/21/21 Eckwood submitted a written gulty plea to the Town and
Country Court for speeding 94 MPH in a 60 MPH zone and was fined $191.
On 05/21/21 Eckwood submitted a guilty plea to DWI. He was fined $466 and was
placed on a 2-year SES probation in lieu of 30 days in jail. This case was very
unusual. He was represented by Travis Nobel and he ended up getting convicted
straight up on both charges and received points.
DRUNK 20-YEAR-OLD DRIVES OFF ENTRANCE RAMP, KNOCKS DOWN STREET
LIGHT AND HAS FAKE DRIVERS’ LICENSE: Town and Country Police Officer Kyle
Ramsey on the job 5-months after 8-years as a cop with the City of St. Louis, was
dispatched to a one-vehicle accident on Sunday November 22, 2020 at 2:51am on the
Hwy 141 entrance ramp to I-64.
The driver of the car, who called in the crash to 9-1-1 and lied to the call taker. He said
where he was and he didn’t need an ambulance and he had not been drinking.
One his arrival Officer Ramsey found a Nissan Altima in a ditch after knocking down a
MoDOT streetlight on the entrance ramp from SB 141 Hwy to WB I-64. The driver
Christian Issa, 20, of Fenton was behind the wheel with the engine running.
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Officer Ramsey had Issa turn off the car and step outside. It immediately appeared that
Ramsey was very intoxicated.

Officer Ramsey

These are Officer Ramsey’s observation from his police report:
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Officer Ramsey asked Issa for his drivers’ license and Issa said it was in his wallet in
the center console glovebox and he would get it. Officer Ramsey corrected him and
told him OH NO he would get it.
Officer Ramsey got it and tried running the license number as it came back “invalid.”
Sgt. Fowel was now on the scene and examined the license finding it to be fake. Issa
took his wallet and produced the real drivers’ license that dropped his age.
Sgt. Fowle attempted to have Issa do field sobriety tests. After being unable to
complete several Issa refused to do any more. He also refused to take a field breath
test. But Issa told Sgt. Fowle that he knew he should not be driving. (So did the MoDot
streetlight and the Nissan Altima,)
Officer Ramsey observed a case of beer cans in Issa’s car with several open and one
that had spilled over the front floorboard.
He was then arrested for DWI and several other charges.
As Officer Ramsey was putting him in the back of his squad car, Issa asked, “How does
your cock feel?”
At the police station Issa refused to take the “official” breath test. But he agreed to be
interview at which time he gave some strange answers.
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Christian Issa 20 Fenton
04/23/21 Peace Disturbance
Chesterfield PD
11/22/20 DWI, Improper Lane Use, Minor in Poss of Intoxicants, Town & Country PD
Possession of a Fictitious Drivers’ License

Christian Issa
OUTCOME: On 05/21/21 Issa submitted a written Guilty Plea to the Town and Country
Court for Improper Lane Use and was fined $191. He also presented a written guilty
plea for Possession of the Fictitious Drivers’ License and was fined $66.
It was another written guilty plea on 05/21/21 for DWI. Judge Neihoff issued a 2-year
SIS “No-Points, No-Fine and No Permanent Record” Probation.
The Possession of the Case of Beer by a Minor was dismissed.
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VERY DRUNK WOMAN STOPPED IN THE MIDDLE OF SB I-270 AND HER
VOLKSWAGEN WAS THEN STRUCK TWICE: Wednesday night November 4, 2020
at 9:21PM Town and Country Police Officer Joshua Cook and other officers were
dispatched to a multiple vehicle crash on SB I-270 south of I-64.
Shannon Larkin, 28, of Wentzville decided to stop her VW Passat in the middle of I-270
south of I-64. When officers arrived she said she did not know what happened and
added she was going to New Melle, Missouri. Unfortunately by going south on I-270
Larkin would never get to New Melle.
Larkin appeared to be very drunk. In her car was an open 16oz can of Mike’s Hard
Lemonade that was half full and a six-pack of Tequila Paloma with two missing. Larkin’s
statement of what and how much she had to drink would change. But while at the
scene of the wreck she said she had three or four Vodka clubs.
This is from Officer Cook’s report on how he found Larkin:

Larkin was given a few field sobriety tests which she failed. She agreed to take a field
breath test. The test showed her BAC level to be .237%.

After she had declined any medical treatment she was arrested and taken to the Town
& Country Police Station.
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At the police station Larkin agreed to take an “official” breath test. That test showed her
Blood Alcohol level was going down, but she was still very drunk with a BAC reading of
.214%.

Larkin also agreed to be interviewed. In the interview, despite two breath tests showing
she was almost 3x over the legal limits, she said she did not think she was intoxicated.

During booking Larkin gave her occupation as a teacher at a special education school.
Larkin’s driving record:
11/04/20
01/13/19
02/05/18
01/24/17
09/22/16
05/14/16
07/10/13
05/01/13
02/26/12
01/27/12

DWI
Moving Vio reduced to Loud Muffler $150 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $167 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $200 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $220 fine
Unregisted Vehicle $72 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $150 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $150 fine
Failure to Keep Right $150 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $150 fine
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Town & Country PD
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
St. Charles Co SO
St. Charles Co SO
St. Charles City PD
St. Louis Co PD

Shannan Kelly Larkin

Larkin’s eyes

OUTCOME: Something very unusual happened on May 21, 2021. Larkin, had hired a
lawyer. She pled guilty to the DWI and was actually found GUILTY. She was fined
$466 and sentenced to 60 days in jail, but she was placed on a 2-year SES probation
term in lieu of jail. She was fined, got the points and has a public record. Apparently
you have to cause a 3-car crash that sends one person to the hospital to get full DWI
conviction in Town and Country Municipal Court, but it can happen.
VERY DRUNK 44-YEAR-OLD WOMAN FOUND STOPPED IN THE MIDDLE OF
CLAYTON ROAD AT TOPPING ROAD IN HER RUNNING MERCEDES. The New
Year’s Eve morning was about to get more interesting.
Cpl. Ronnie Nicoletti was on patrol on New Year’s Eve morning 12/31/20 at 1:03AM.
Normally you would be getting the problem drunk drivers 24-hours from now, but that
was not the case for Cpl. Nicoletti.
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This is from the police report.

The car was running and when Cpl. Nicoletti first contacted the driver, Kelly K.
Lauenstein, 44 of Fenton, he had to tell her to put the car in park. She admitted she had
something to drink but added it was “Not Much.”
This is from the police report about her general condition and attitude:

She agreed to perform field sobriety tests, but after almost falling she stopped and said
she would not take any mores without her attorney.
She was then arrested for DWI. A check of her car before it was towed revealed a
partially full bottle of Vodka and several empty small wine bottles in the passenger
compartment.
At the police station she refused to take a Breath Test. However, she agreed to be
interviewed and it was a strange interview.
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She was a day off on the date and 1,191 miles off on where she was, when she claimed
to be in Boston. She also stated she had just finished dancing in New York when Cpl.
Nicoletti contacted her.
Lauenstein refused to be fingerprinted. She was then placed in a holding cell until she
changed her mind.

Kelly Lauenstein

Lauenstein’s eyes

OUTCOME: Lauenstein, a manager at a Panera Beard, appeared in Town and Country
Court on 07/07/21 with an attorney from Clayton. She pled guilty to DWI and Judge
Adrea Neihoff placed her on a 2-year SIS “No-Fine, No-Points, No Permanent Public
Record” probation term. She pled guilty to Unregistered Auto (the Mercedes-Benz) and
was fined $191, Fail to Stop Before White Line or Crosswalk and was fined $191, and
finally she pled guilty to Open Container of Alcohol and was placed on another 2-year
SIS probation term.
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CHESTERFIELD MAN LEARNS THAT DOING 97 MPH WILL GET YOU STOPPED
BY THE POLICE. NOT BEINIG ABLE TO PRONOUNCE THE NAME OF THE BAR
WHERE YOU HAD BEEN DRINKING WILL GET YOU ARRESTED FOR DWI. There
are not that many DWI arrests on Monday nights. Drunks are usually recovering from
the weekend. That was not the case for 40-year-old Ryan Grewe of Finger Lake Court
in Chesterfield.
On Monday June 21, 2021 after spending the evening drinking at a bar in St. Louis,
Grewe was apparently in a hurry to get home. He was clocked at 11:17 pm by Sgt.
Freddie Yaakub doing 97 MPH on WB I-64 appraoching Hwy 141.

Sgt. Yaakub, a familiar face in our Drunks and Thieves reports.
Grewe turned left onto Conway. Sgt. Yaakub followed waiting for a safe spot to stop the
Silver 2002 Acura. He found on at the entrance to Baywood Villages. When he
contacted Grewes it became clear he was dealing with a drunk driver.
Sgt. Yaakub asked if Grewe had anything to drink. Grewe’s answer in a slurred voice
was, “A couple of drink.” Sgt. Yaakub if he meant “a couple of drinks.” He replied “A
couple of drinks,”
Grewe said he had been drinking in the city. When asked where in the city his
response was first “sella” then “Sellblues” and finally “Stella Brews.”
This is the condition Sgt. Yaakub found Grewes after first contacting him:

Grewe agreed to take field sobriety tests, but did not do the straight lie heel-to-toe walk
or one leg stand. He stated both times he could not do them. When asked why he
replied the “alcohol” was the reason.
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He did agree to take a field breath test. That showed his BAC level to be .185% or
more than twice the legal level.

At the police station, Grewe took agreed to take an “official breath test. The results of
that test showed his BAC level was dropping. The results were a .155%.

Grewe also agreed to be interviewed. This is from the police report:
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In the interview he admitted smoking marijuana before going out to drink with friends in
St. Louis.

Ryan Grewe

Grewe’s eyes

OUTCOME: This was a little unusual as Town and Country Judge Andrea Niehoff
usually slams people charged with speeding near or over the 100 MPH mark. On
September 3, 2021 Grewe pled guilty to Speeding 97/60 and was not fine $400 or $500
but $216.50.
He had no active court record of any prior offenses. He does list two sports pubs in St.
Louis as hangouts and has this photo posted on facebook.

He also pled guilty to DWI and got the usual 2-year SIS “No Fine, No Points, No
Permanent Record” Probation.
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FIRST YOU RUN THE RED LIGHT AND GET STOPPED, NEXT YOU CAN’T RECITE
THE ALPHABET, THEN YOU CAN’T COUNT BACKWARDS…IT ALL ADDS UP TO
BIG NUMBERS ON THE BREATH TEST. It was Saturday night into Sunday morning
May 2, 2021 at 2:13AM, a very good time if you have been drinking and now driving to
watch what you do.
For 42-year-old Lori Goad, of Ballwin driving her Honda Accord obeying traffic law was
a problem. First while driving south on Woods Mill Road she failed to stop for the red
light at Clayton Road before turn right onto WB Clayton.
Second, she did it in front of Town & Country Police Officer Josh Hamel.
Third, she started weaving as she drove west of Clayton Road.

Josh Hamel
Goad was stopped on Clayton Road in Chesterfield and contacted by Hamel who
immediately new he had a drunk driver. Goad told him that she had been at a friend’s
in St. Peters and said, “I might have had a little wine.” When asked what a “little bit was”
she replied, “Like one glass.”
From the police report this is what Officer Hamel first noticed about Goad’s condition:

Goad agreed to do field sobriety tests. That did not go well.
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In the heel to toe walk test she forgot the part about putting you heel to you toe.
The field breath test showed that Goad was either lying or had a very large glass of
wine. The test showed her BAC level at .189%.

She was arrested. Her car towed to an impound lot and she was driven to the police
station.
At the police station she agreed to take an “official” breath test. That showed her BAC
level was still going up, up and away. She tested at .194%. Goad is 5-foot-5 and 110pounds. A BAC level of .194% is really “putting a drunk on” for someone her size.
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In an interview Goad changed her type of drink for the evening from wine to seltzer.
She also stated that despite all the evidence to the contrary, she did not consider
herself intoxicated.

Lori Goad

Goad’s eyes and eyelashes

OUTCOME: Goad did not have any prior traffic or criminal record but she has seven
contract or rent payment suits filed against her over the years.
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On September 4, 2021 she pled guilty to Disobeying a Red Light and was fined $191.
She also brought a lawyer to court with her that meant she was eligible for the special
DWI Deal if you hire a lawyer. Judge Andrea Niehoff placed her on a 2-year SIS “NoFine, No-Points, No Permanent Record” probation despite her being 2 ½ times over the
limit and claimed she only had a glass of wine.
MARIJUANA AND WINE CAN MAKE IT HARD TO SEE THOSE LANE MARKINGS:
Cpl. Dan Duddleston was behind a classic American car on Friday night into Saturday
morning on EB I-64 on January 30, 2021. It is hard to miss a 1978 Buick Riviera. It
was also hard to miss that the driver was driving with right and left side tires in different
lanes. At Ballas Road the driver decided to exit a little late and drove across all the
gore-point markings.
This is when Cpl. Duddleston stopped the car and contacted the driver, Derrick Lamont
Chatman, 46, of Richmond Heights. Immediately Cpl. Duddleston smelled two things.
Booze on Chatman’s breath and burnt marijuana inside the car.
Chatman said he had only had 1 glasses of wine and added he had a “medical
marijuana permit” and last smoked at his house (which does not explain the smell of it in
his car.)
Chatman did not do well on field sobriety test. A field breath test showed his BAC level
to be at a .131%.

He would later say he had 1 ½ glasses of wine at the Brewskeez Pub in O’Fallon Mo.
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This might be a great place to get some beer and COVID-19 but it doesn’t look like
much of a wine bar.
At the police station Chatman agreed to take an “official” breath test. This almost
worked out for him. His BAC was dropping, but not fast enough to be below 0.08%.
The test showed his BAC level to be .128%

Chatman did not have a current public record. He was issued citations for Lane
Weaving and DWI. However his driver’s license was revoked after the DWI arrest and
he picked up two citations in Maplewood.
04/05/21 Speeding 11-15 over limit, Drive While Revoked
01/30/21 DWI, Weaving
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Maplewood PD
Town & Country PD

Derrick Chatman

Chatman’s eyes

OUTCOME: On August 27, 2021 Chatman and his Clayton lawyer appeared in Town
and Country Court and got the “Bring a Lawyer to Court” deal. Chatman was placed on
a 2-year SIS “No-fine, No Points, No-Permanent Record” Probation after pleading guilty
to DWI. He was fined $191 for Lane Weaving.
DRUNK CHESTERFIELD RESIDENT DOES NOTICE A POLICE CAR IN FRONT OF
HER ON I-64 WHILE SHE IS DOING 78 MPH PASSING CARS ON THE RIGHT. 30year-old Danielle Boyher of Chesterfield get an F on “How to Drive Drunk With
Marijuana on You.”
Town and Country Officer Dustin York was driving his marked patrol car west on I-64
before Hwy 141. He noticed in his mirror a car in the right lane passing traffic at a high
rate of speed. He turned on his rear radar unit and clocked the car at 78 MPH in the 60
MPH zone. The speeding driver then passed his police car without slowing down.
Officer York stopped the black 2019 Hyundai on I-64 at Hwy 141.
He contacted the driver, 30-year-old Danielle Nicole Boyher of Marmont Drive in
Chesterfield. Boyher could not produce her drivers’ license. When Officer York asked
for her Insurance Card, she stated that it was on her cell phone, but she had left the
phone with her boyfriend.
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Officer York noticed at Boyher was not looking at him and turning her head away from
his face when talking. Once he got her to look at him while speaking he noticed the
usual, smell of booze and bloodshot eyes. Of course Boyher denied having anything to
drink…setting the groundwork that she would lie.
Boyher agreed to do a couple verbal sobriety tests. Those did not go well. This is from
the police report:

Outside of her car she also lost her balance doing walk and turn tests. At one point she
began to hyperventilate. She agreed to take a field breath test, That showed her BAC
level to be well above the legal limit. She was arrested

Officer Dustin York
While waiting for a tow truck Officer York went to Boyher in the back of the police car to
get her car keys. Officer York noticed a pink metal container on the floor.
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Officers are required to check the interior of their patrol cars at the start and end of
shifts. The container was not there when Officer York pulled Boyher over.
He picked it up and found it contained marijuana and a smoking device. He showed it
to Boyher and she lied again claiming it was not hers. After Officer York told her he
knew she was lying and explained how the container was not there when he checked
the car at the start of shift or when he stopped her. She then admitted it was hers.
At the station she declined to be interviewed but agreed to take an “official” breath test.
The test showed that her BAC was going down but she was still drunk. It was .110%
BAC.
She was cited for Speeding, DWI, Possession of Marijuana, and Possession of Drug
Paraphernalia.

Danielle Boyher

Boyher’s eyes

OUTCOME: On August 11, 2021 Boyher appeared in Town and Country Court and
pled guilty to DWI. Judge Andrea Niehoff place her on a 2-year SIS “No-Fine, NoPoints, No-Permanent Record” probation term. She pled guilty to speeding and was
fined $191. She pled guilty to Possession of Marijuana and was placed on another NoFine SIS Probation term. The possession of the marijuana pipe was reduced to literring
and she was fined $266.
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